BIOLOGY CORE CURRICULUM
HONORS, CERTIFICATE

PEOPLE

Janet Batzli (interim director)
Michelle Harris (faculty associate)
Seth McGee (lab manager)
Carol Borcherdig (program manager)
Amanda Popp (high impact practice facilitator)

Biocore faculty instructors come from departments and colleges across campus (College of Letters & Science, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, School of Medicine and Public Health, College of Engineering) and bring with them different perspectives and disciplinary expertise on a whole range of topics and scales of biological organization from molecules to ecosystems. The curriculum permits students to attain a relatively high level of sophistication with complete flexibility of choice for subsequent major specialization.

Affiliated Faculty Instructors

Elaine Alarid (Oncology, SMPH)
Bill Bement (Integrative Biology, L&S)
Paul Bethke (Horticulture, CALS)
Erik Dent (Neuroscience, SMPH)
Irwin Goldman (Horticulture, CALS)
Anne Griep (Cell and Regenerative Biology, SMPH)
Jeff Hardin (Integrative Biology, L&S)
Evelyn Howell (Landscape Architecture, L&S)
Stephen Johnson (Comparative Biosciences, VetMed)
Trina McMahon (Civil and Environmental Engineering, Engr)
Amy Moser (Oncology, SMPH)
Shelby O'Connor (Pathology, SMPH)

Biocore Executive Committee: Elaine Alarid, Janet Batzli, Paul Bethke (chair), Anne Griep, Jeff Hardin, Michelle Harris, Evelyn Howell, Amy Moser, Shelby O'Connor